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5. 2.40 pm to 3.40 pm Interaction of Participants with Speaker. 

6 3.40 pm to 4.00 pm 
President Speech  
Dr. N. S. Thakare,  
Principal, M.S.P. Art, Science & K.P.T. Commerce  
College,Manora. 

+6 4.00 pm to 4.30 pm Vote of thanks by Punam Ingole 

 

Report 

To, 

The Principal , 

M.S.P.Arts,Science and K.P.T.CommerceCollege,Manora. 

Respected Sir, 

We  know that todays important of soft skill development for students.Our college organized soft skill 

development workshop for four days under Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University Amravati. According 

to scheduled take session one by one during four days from 26 November 2022 to 29 November 2023.In 

this workshop trainer Dr.Chandrakiran Ghate talk about Resume. He is organized activity on Our 

Professional Resume designs are proven to land interviews. In Second Session Prof. Ashok Wagh of 

Sarasswati Samaj Kary MahavidyalayaWashim talk about Motivation and Verbal and Non Verbal 

communication and he has taken some activities on this topic and Third Session is organized by Prof. 

Mahaveer Dhabe and he talk about Goal Setting and he has taken some activities about Goal Setting.and 

Last session on 29 November 2022 has Taken organizer of this workshop is Dr. N.A.Thakare. 

 In valedictory function Chief Guest is Dr.N.S.Thakare Principal of our college has guide to all participant 

and miss punam ingole has given vote of thanks. 
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Report on… 

One Day College Level Workshop Importance of Marathi language skill 
in Personality Development  

Objectives 

● The communication skill of Marathi language Play big role    to improve the verious 
types of skills that's writing, reading ,speaking etc..Presentation skill in Marathi 
improve personality Development  

● The Writing skill in Marathi language the man makes Big writer poet rician and so 
many approtinuties highlight the importance of skill in Marathi language 

● To make rural area students comfortable the skill with Marathi learning  
 
Introduction 

Indian Higher education is making transition in skill driven phenomenon. Students learning 

in higher education institution should be exposed to the emerging trends. Students learning 

in the rural areas lack confidence to The students poor in various skills of Marathi language  

These students lack confidence to write good article in Marathi. These students lack 

confidence to do presentation in Marathi. Department of Marathi takes keep interest in 

eliminating their fear of learning Marathi language. This workshop is also a part of such 

process. Eminent scholars are called to deliver guest lectures. Workshops are organized for 

boosting the confidence of the students.  learning the skill in Marathi language.Verious 

skill in Marathi language man makes perfect in various parts.So students do confidently 

various jobs such as ankring etc  the importance of this subject. They should be aware of 

the career opportunities in the subjectby learning various skill in Marathi language. This 

workshop was a part of highlighting the importance The skill of  Marathi language in 

modern era.



Details of Workshop 

Organizer: Department of Marathi MSP College Manora 

Chairperson & Inaugurator: DR. N.S Thakare, Principal 

Organizing Secretary: Prof. R  .V . Ingole 

No. of Participants: 84 

 

Summary 

Department of Marathi of M.S.P.Arts,Science &K.P.T. Commerce College Manora 

organized One Day College Level Workshop on Importance Marathi language skill in 

Personality Development on 20 September 2022 on online platform Zoom .The workshop 

began by welcoming the chairperson of the institution and and guest speaker of the institution. 

Dr N.S. Thakare, Principal, inaugurated the workshop formally. In the inaugural speech Dr N. 

S. Thakare admired the endeavor made by the Dept. of  and stressed the need of such types of 

workshops to arouse the interest in students to learn language. R V lngole organizing secretary 

of workshop gave an introductory remark. Dr. Vijay Jadhav R.A. college Washim resource 

Person of workshop focused on many shades of skill in Marathi Language. He told about the 

importance of learning Marathi language skill in modern era. Students from all the three 

faculties were present for the workshop. Prof V. S. Ganjare  proposed a vote of thanks. 
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A brief Report on 
 

University Level One Day Workshop 
On  

“Cyber Security Awareness” 

 
15thApril– 2023 

 

Introduction: 

This workshop provides the participants with the requisite knowledge and skills that help 

them make efficient use of ICT in the classroom. The workshop also equips learners to the 

processes of teaching, learning, and assessment done online. The concepts of blended 

learning, flipped classrooms and assistive software are also introduced to the learners. The 

programme focuses on unique practices that equip netizens with attitude, skills and 

competencies and state of the art artefacts to effectively integrate ICT in the teaching-

learning process. 

The main objective ofworkshop is to stimulate the intensity and need of Cyber Security 

among the teachers, research scholar from different parts of the country. The motivation to 

promote Computer Security, Cryptography, Digital Money, Secure Protocols and Security 

Techniques. This Workshop is designed to give a Techniques and hand on Experience on IT 

Systems Security & Infrastructure, Monitoring Potential Threats and Attacks and 

implementing Security solutions. 

There were inputs from key speakerswho provided insights into the aspects 

responsible for developing and enhancing ICT useineducation. The workshop was a key 

activity for the college that aims to empower learning,develops skills and support 

opportunities for all within the society.Feedback from the workshop was very positive.This 

report provides background of the workshop, information, objectives, a summaryof the 

presentations and discussions for the next step. 

Background: 

This workshopwas for those who have very little knowledge of computers & technology with 

no prior knowledge of cyber security. The hands-on, step-by-step teaching approach enables 

you to grasp all the information presented, even if some of the topics are new to you. You'll 

learn real-world cyber security fundamentals to serve as the foundation of your career skills 

and knowledge for years to come. The convener of the Workshop Principal Dr. N. S. 
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Thakare& Organizingsecretary Dr. K. A. Koparkar took initiative to undertake thisworkshop. 

The initiative represents collective venture of the Workshop committee. 

Objective: 

The main objective of the workshop was to develop awareness and importance ofCyber 

Security whenever used ICT based technology. 

A Summary of the Presentations 

The one day University level workshop held in the college on 15thApril2023 was hosted by 

ICT committee of M.S.P Arts, Science & K.P.TCommerce College ManoraWashimself 

financed and sponsored.The workshop ran over whole day and consisted of one technical 

session outof opening and closing sessions. The event being mostly brainstorming, each 

technicalsession had just one presentation and then a discussion.. 

Inaugural Programme: 

Department of Physics organized the University Level One Day Workshop. Principal, Dr. J. 

N. Kamble & organizer secretory Dr. K. A. Koparkar gave invitation to participant of 

ourcolleges for this Workshop. Mr. Rohit Pathak Main branch of MKCL, Manora, Dist. 

Washim as Resource person. He gave knowledgeable speech in the field of Cyber security. 

Dr. K.A. Koparkar Organizing Secretary & Head Department of Physics gave the 

information of Schedule of Workshop and introductory speech of the programme. Dr. K.A. 

Koparkar, Head Department of Physics gave the introduction of Speakers. Dr. J. N. Kamble, 

Convener of the Workshop gave the presidential speech and Mr. N. B. Bhagat end the 

inaugural program by vote of thanks. 

 
Miss. S. S. Raut was a anchor of this program 
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Felicitation of Resource Person (Mr. RohitPathak)by Dr. S. D. Bhagat 

 

 

 

 
Felicitation of Resource Person (Dr. J. N. Kamble) by Prof. C. U. Dhanwad 
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Lecture delivered by Mr. RohitPathak 

 

 

 

The workshop was attended by 22 participants including research scholars and teachers 

Participants expressed happiness about the educative sessions and fine arrangements of the 

workshop. Feedback forms were collected from participants of the workshop.Participation 

certificates were issued to all the speakers and delegates of the workshopand the workshop 

came to conclusion at 4.00 PM. 
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